
Language and Sound 
(Phonetics)

By Joseph Poulshock, PhD

Bobby McFerrin is a genius  
with his voice. 

But we all possess 
linguistic genius. 

We can combine a set  
of basic sounds,  

called phonemes.
And sing millions of words. 

Main ! Point 
Today we look at phonetics, the study of human speech 
sounds. We'll see how bits of sound help us create words, 
words that form the basis of language and help us make art 
and communicate about feelings, events, ideas, and stories. 

Appreciate Sound

• Phonetics can help you appreciate 

• the complexity of our ability to produce speech.  

• the background for the science of “speech-tech.” 

• how to make (or improve) speech sounds.  

• the beauty of the human voice and language (stylistics)

Phonetics: Background

• What do phoneticians ask? 

• How do we produce sounds? 

• How do we understand sounds?

Phonetics: Background

• IPA -- International Phonetic Alphabet 

• Phonemes — 音素 --おんそ 

• Minimal Pair: 最小対立項｛さいしょう たいりつ こう). 

• Allophone — 異音 — いおん 

• Phonology — 音韻論 —おんいんろん

Phonetics: Background

• As you know, we can make many sounds. 

• It’s not an infinite number.  

• For phonemes it's between 11 in Pirahã & 141 in !Kung. 

• And some of those sounds are exotic to us. 

Phonetics: IPA

• To understand phonetics, we can enter through the door of the 
International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). 

•国際音声記号 --こくさいおんせいきごう 

• The IPA shows all the sounds in all the world’s languages.  

• We need the IPA to accurately represent sounds. 



IPA

• Bilabial 両唇｛りょうしん｝ 

• Fricative 摩擦音｛まさつおん｝ 

•両唇摩擦音 

• I’d like to buy a futon 

• aɪd laɪk tu baɪ ə ɸɯ̥toɴ

ɸ
IPA

• Dental Fricative 

• Voiceless: "thing" 

• Voiced: "that" 

• Give me that thing.  

• gɪv mi ðæt θɪŋ.

θ
ð

The IPA Represents Phonemes

• What are phonemes? 音素｛おんそ｝ 

• The smallest unit of sound in a language. 

• The smallest bit of sound that distinguishes two words.  

Phoneme

• Phonemes are units of sound that distinguish one word from another.  

• The sounds p, b, d, and t distinguish pad, pat, bad, and bat. 

Phoneme

• Phonemes: two basic types. 

• Consonants (子音／しいん) 

• Vowels (母音／ぼいん) 

What Accent Says

• An accent can... 

• show where you are from 

• show your level of education 

• show your income level 

• put you on the inside or outside 

• make people like you or fear you… 

Death by Accent

• And it happened when any of the fugitives of Ephraim said, "Let me 
cross over," the men of Gilead would say to him, "Are you an 
Ephraimite?" If he said, "No," then they would say to him, "Say now, 
'Shibboleth.' " But he said, "Sibboleth," for he could not pronounce it 
correctly. Then they seized him and slew him at the fords of the 
Jordan. Thus there fell at that time 42,000 of Ephraim. (Judges 
12:5-6, New American Standard Version)

Shibboleth

• Let’s see how people tend to judge others based on their accents. 

Phonetics: Shibboleth

• Say the password correctly, or die. 

• Ready? "Say now, 'Shibboleth.' "  

• But he said, "Sibboleth," for he could not pronounce it correctly.  

• Then they took him and killed him at by Jordan river. 

Shibboleth

• More phonetic Shibboleths in history.  

• During the Latin American wars of independence, the name 
Francisco was used by Colombian rebels to tell Americans from 
Spaniards. Whoever pronounced it as “franthisco” (like European 
Spanish) was thrown to the Magdalena River. 

• /fɾanˈθisko/

Shibboleth and Minimal Pairs

• What one sound separates these? 

• Shibboleth/Sibboleth

Minimal Pairs

• When ONE phoneme creates the ONLY difference between TWO 
words, we call these words: minimal pairs 

• Minimal pairs differ by only one phonological element.  

•最小対立項｛さいしょう たいりつ こう).

Minimal Pairs

• Minimal pairs  

• (pit, bit) (pit, pet) only have one different phoneme, so they are 
minimal pairs.   

•柿／かき／kakiーー鍵／かぎ/kagi 

•ガムgamuをかむkamu！

Allophone/異音

• As we just saw, the human voice can make amazing sounds.  

• These sounds have subtle nuances. 

• For example, phonemes (おんそ) vary in real speech. 

• One phoneme /p/ can have two allophones. 

• (異音 /いおん)



Allophone/異音

• Allophone: a variation of a phoneme.  

• pot--spot:  

• [ph] in pot; [p] spot are allophones of /p/.  

Allophone

• Interestingly, native speakers think allophones are one sound.   

• pot--spot: [ph] in pot; [p] spot are allophones of /p/.   

• Context decides the sounds--[ph] initially, otherwise [p] 

Jack Halpern The CJK Dictionary Institute 

Allophone/異音

/p/ 

[ph]-pot [p]-spot 

Do you know your ABC’s  
of phonology?

Artificial amateurs, aren't at all amazing 
Analytically, I assault, animate things 

Broken barriers bounded by the bomb beat 
Buildings are broken, basically I'm bombarding 

Casually create catastrophes, casualties 
Cancelling cats got their canopies collapsing

PATTERNS OF SOUND Phonology

• We also study phonology: the grammar of sound patterns. 

• Study the rules of the sound system; compare language systems 

• Rhythm, intonation, stress...

Sounds, so what?

• How phonetics and phonology help us? 

• We naturally enjoy it and appreciate sounds. 

• We will look at literary language with stylistics. 

Sounds, so what?

• Learners and teachers can benefit from knowing some phonetics.  

• We see differences between sounds.  

• We can practice new sounds carefully. 

• We can use IPA to write these sounds. 

Sounds, so what?

• We can see the subtle differences between sounds or allophones. 

• pot--spot: [ph] in pot; [p] spot from  /p/.   /r/ versus /ɾ/. 

• Linguists write down the sounds of unwritten languages. 

• Anthropological linguists preserve languages. 

“I’m going to America. Find me the greatest accent coach in the world.” So What?

• Language teachers need a good understanding of phonetics.  

• They can benefit from a well-trained ear.  

• bit.ly/usephonetics

So What?

• Scientists used phonetics to create text-to-speech technology, so my 
computer can read this sentence. 

• The study of phonetics works with AI.



So what?

• We can begin to appreciate the wonder of the human voice 

• the physical and abstract complexity of the sound system. 

• With this system, we appreciate and create art with words. 

Quiz #1 Thursday, May 16 
Elements 1-3 

1. Design Features of Language  
2. Animal Communication  
3. Language and Sound: Phonetics 


